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Our Story:

“One day I was lying on the beach, I 
looked around and saw five women wear-
ing the same swimsuit. Five different 
women! I began looking around at all 
the women on the beach, and they were 
all wearing variations of the same few 
suits. That very day I went home and 
started to design.

I see beauty in the objects around me; 
stones, fabrics, gems, material, art, 
things that you would never associate 
with swimwear and then I create the 
unexpected. I think of myself as a 
collaborator, combining swimwear with 
the beauty in the world.

I don’t want to look like every other 
woman on the beach, and neither do the 
people I design for.”
    
         Kasia Roginska – designer
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Sway One-Piece
The “Sway” denim inspired 

one piece have many 
amazing details from 

pin-tucks on the chest, 
diamond waistline, to 

gathered shoulder straps 
and white, laser cut lacy 

details. Square shape back 
and full coverage in the 
bottom can build up the 

confidence and sex appeal 
in anyone.

Denim Chic Collection



Style: DC-003

Sizes: XS-XL

Color: Blue Denim
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Fierce Bikini
The “Fierce” set is made of 
denim inspired spandex. 
Bustier style top is under-
wired, padded, and laced 
in the back for perfect fit. 

The boy-short bottoms 
have some imitation 

pocket detail and both top 
and bottom have white 

lacy, laser cut ruffles to add 
little girly touch. 

Denim Chic Collection



Spring/Summer 2019

Style: DC-002
 
Sizes: Cup sizes A-DD
           Bottom sizes XS-XL
 
Color: Blue Denim



Denim Chic Collection

Flaunt One-Piece
The “Flaunt” one-piece 
is made of denim print 

spandex that has the look 
of real denim but super 

soft to touch for comfort. 
The underwired, push-up 
bust adds support, while 
the adjustable/removable 
straps provide versatality. 
The white, laser cut lacing 
detail on chest and hips, 
and belt add to the cute, 

fun look. 
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Style: DC-004

Sizes: XS-XXL

Color: Blue Denim



Denim Chic Collection
Own It Bikini

The “Own It” bikini is 
made of super soft denim 
printed spandex. Push-up, 
padded top has adjustable 

strap and tie back. Chic 
cut bottoms have rouching 
detail. Laser cut out details 

on white trim 
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Style: DC-001
 
Sizes: Top sizes XS-XL
           Bottom sizes XS-XL
 
Color: Blue Denim



Petals Collection

Inhale Bikini
The Inhale Bikini set has 
adorable flowers printed 
over powder blue back-
ground. The halter style 
top, with underwire has 

classic ties on the back and 
neck area, while bottom is 

high-wasted. 
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Style: PT-003
 
Sizes: Top sizes XS-XXL
           Bottom sizes XS-XXL
 
Color: Pale Blue



Petals Collection

Exhale - Corset 
Style Bikini

The “Exhale” set consists of 
beautifully printed cherry 
blossoms over pastel green 

background bikini. The 
corset top is underwireed, 
has removable, adjustable 

straps and lace-up detail in 
the back. Moderate brief 

bottoms complement with 
short corset top creating 

beautiful balance. 
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Style: PT-002
 
Sizes: Cup sizes A-DD
           Bottom sizes XS-XXL
 
Color: Pale Mint



Petals Collection

Dream Bikini

The “Dream” bikini has 
gorgeous purple and white 

orchids print over light 
pink background. Fixed, 
padded, triangle top ties 

on the neck and back areas 
while bottom is classic cut 
with moderate coverage.
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Style: PT-001
 
Sizes: Top sizes XS-XXL
           Bottom sizes XS-XXL
 
Color: Pale Pink



Petals Collection

Fly-One Piece
The “Fly” - one piece has 
beautiful roses printed 
over a light lilac back-

ground. The underwired, 
padded bust adds support, 
while shoulder ruffles give 

the design a girly touch. 
Moderate rear coverage 

and low back cut.
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Style: PT-004
 
Sizes: XS-XXL
 
Color: Pale Lilac



Suedes Collection

Georgia Bikini
The “Georgia” bikini is 

made of super soft microfi-
ber that resembles real 

suede. Padded, push-up 
top ties on the neck and 
back. Made in soft nude 

color accented by beautiful 
laser cut trim. 
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Style: SU-002
 
Sizes: Top sizes: XS-XXL
           Bottom sizes: XS-XXL
 
Color: Light Beige



Suedes Collection

Carina Bikini
The “Carina” bikini is 

made of super soft light 
pink microfiber fabric that 
resembles real suede. Thick 
strap halter has underwire, 

80’s style v cut bottoms 
give minimal coverage. 

Beautiful laser cut detail 
completes the look.
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Style: SU-001
 
Sizes: Cup sizes: A-DDD
           Bottom sizes: XS-XXL
 
Color: Light Pink



Suedes Collection
Zoe One Piece
The “Zoe” one piece is 

made of super soft microfi-
ber that resembles suede. 
Tie back neck area and 

deep v cut front is accent-
ed by laser cut ruffle. Soft 

blue color. 
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Style: SU-004
 
Sizes: XS-XXL
 
Color: Light Blue



Suedes Collection

Virginia One 
Piece

The “Virginia” one piece is 
made of super soft microfi-
ber resembling suede. Soft 

grey color, removable/
adjustable straps. The over-
sized, off the shoulder ruf-
fle with laser cut designs 

just add the girly touch to 
this amazing piece. Fully 

padded.
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Style: SU-003
 
Sizes: XS-XXL
 
Color: Light Grey



Karo Swimwear
Email: info@karoswimwear.com
Phone: 860-558-9946
Website: karoswimwear.com


